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Synonyms for mishandled

To treat someone, whether something rough or bad. The definition of damage is to hurt or damage something. To be improperly or poorly employed; Abuse To inflict physical, sexual or psychological harm on Unfair or Illegally Treat Abuse is defined as using it in the wrong way, or to abuse. To ensure to turn away from
what is considered good, good or true; deception; lead astray; Corrupt to crush in a ball shape. To say stupid, clumsy or confused; blurt To hesitate as in fear or doubt. Botch is defined as making mistakes or doing something in a clumsy, sloppy way. To work inept or inefficient. Irreparable harm by incapacitated driving;
Make a mess Touch or treat nervous or unemployed: To cause (another person) to make unwanted mistakes in a particular task, usually by distraction or unpleasant behavior. (Intransitive) To behave, in a management capacity, in a way that is incompetent, incompetent or unfair. To act or think in a confused way to
perform or treat clumsy or incapacitated; bungle. Be damaged or injured in such a way that it is useless, worthless, etc. specif., to rot, as food to irreparably harm by incapacitated handling; Make a mess (Intransitive) To clown around; to have fun, often at the expense of others. goof up (Snake) To make a mistake.
(Idiomatic, informal) To mess it up; to confuse; to bring in a state of disarray. To screw up is to make a mistake or a mistake. To treat unfriendly or harshly. To be treated badly, to abuse. [from the 18th century] properly treat (related) Misuse and incorrect use Correctly is defined to remove errors or to identify errors.
(Intransitive) To help. To move, act or be clumsy. To goof, fumble, or err in the execution of an action. To make something fluffy. To throw in confusion; Botch or Bungle: Third-person singular simple current indicative form of bollock make a mess of, destroy or ruin fuck up make a mess of, destroy or ruin Find another
word for mishandle. On this page you discover 46 synonyms, antonyms, idioms, and related words for treatise, such as: mistreatment, evil, embezzlement, abuse, embezzlement, embezzlement, abuse, pervert, ball up, blunder and boggle. The definition of abuse is the use of something for the wrong purpose. Poor,
unfriendly or abusive treatment Physical harmful treatment Physically harmful treatment The act of taking incorrect, including the use of other's property or work. Improper or incorrect use; wrong application. (--- Archaic) A person who is employed to help, especially a farm worker or housekeeper. treat it properly (related)
Topreding, bumbleing or incompetently performing a task; clumsy or repair; to manage clumsily. To forcibly seize (goods) To remove the contents by forcing air through it. To do (something) bad or clumsy fumble is defined as clumsy searching or handling, or to lose possession of an object, lose, in football. To say
(something) in a faltering way. Botch is defined as making mistakes or doing something in a clumsy, sloppy way. Misconduct is manageable, or to behave inappropriately. To do damage; pain, damage, etc. To mistreat or mistreat Abuse is defined as using it in the wrong way, or to abuse. To treat in a crude or cruel way;
Abuse. To treat unfairly, unkindly or cruelly; poor use; abuse Unfriendly, cruel or unfair; damage; abuse; mistreatment to be misused or excessive; abuse: Muddle is defined as mixing, confusing or thinking in a confused way, or mixing a drink. Confuse or mystify; Overwhelm. Blunder means to say something or do it in a
careless or stupid way. To proceed to improper use; abuse To misapply; to take advantage. To refrain from; prevent or resist. Used with can or can't: To speak or communicate with (someone) to point out an error or error. Find another word for mishandling. On this page you discover 35 synonyms, antonyms, idioms and
related words for abuse, such as: abuse, assault, assault, assault, abuse, abuse, abuse, embezzlement, embezzlement, abuse, abuse, abuse, perversion, aid and good treatment. mess up, screw up (informally), cock up (British, snake), fuck up (offensive, taboo, slang), make a mess of it, mistake up, make a nonsense
of (informal), bodge (informal), make a pig's ear of (informal), flub (US, snake), crool or cruel (Australian, snake), louse up (snake) See definition of mishandle1'he was accused of mishandling the allocation of land for development'SYNONYMSbotch, bungle, fluff , fumble , make a mess of mismanage, deception,
misgovern, misgovern, misgovern, mar, decay, ruin, mangle, wreck in the folk form make a hash of, muff, mess up, muck up, foul up, screw up, bitch upBritish colloquially make a muck of it, make a pig's ear of it, make a horlicks of it, cock upvulgar snake fuck upBritish hose up2'he mishandled people and pushed them
over'SYNSbully, prosecuting, , assault, assault, assault, abuse, abuse, abuse, abuse, knock, knock around, knock round, hit, beat, strike, manhandle, maul, molest, injury, injury, hurtinformal beat up, rough up, do over3'the equipment could be dangerous if mishandled'SYNONYMSmisuse, abuse, use inexpertly,
misapply, roughly, treat roughly 1 inflict physical or emotional harm at been shuffled from foster home to foster home, the orphaned girl felt she was mishandled by an uncaring society abuse abuse society, brutalising, bullying, ill-treatment, bad use, kick around, abuse, manhandle, mess over [snake], abuse, abuse
harassment, evil, evil, injured, injured, prosecuted, prosecuting, torment, torture, sandbag, victim, wrong beat (up), mess (up), rough (up), work (over) care (before), nurture, nurture, cherish 2 physically adopted a sadly mishanded puppy of the pound abuse, assault, abuse, abuse, abuse, abuse, abuse, abuse , buffet,
drub, lambaste (or lambast), lick, pommel, pound, pummel, limp, thrash, hurt, hurt, wound, wound, wound, prosecute, prosecute, wrong clobber, fight, gang up (on), hit, jump, knock, knock 3 to manage badly we took over as soon as we realized that the fill-in was mishandling the situation Page 2 1 to inflict physical or



emotional damage when being shaken from foster home to foster home , the orphan girl felt she had been abused, abused, abused, abused, abused, messed over [snake], battered, abused, molested, indignant, violated harassed, harmed, hurt, injured, injured, repressed, persecuted, tortured, tortured burned (or
burned), sanded, victimized, wronged (up), messed up, roughed up, edited (over) cared (for), cherished, cherished, cherished 2 to physically abuse a sadly mishandled puppy of the pound , poorly treated, poorly used, mistreated, mistreated, battered, beaten, beaten, ravaged, drubbed, lambasted, licked, pommeled (or
pommelled), pounded, pummeled (also pummelled), beaten, flogged, hurt, hurt, injured, injured, persecuted, injustice raided, attacked, attacked solidifying, fought, ganged up (on), beat, jumped, knocked 3 to manage badly we took over as soon as we realized that the fill-in was mishandling the situation Page 2 Nay , I
scarcely think they would have treated you so badly , said Alleyne surprised. So if poor Poetry is mistreated, even now I feel as unhappy as I did about the thief. A wrongly treated slave can leave his master and demand the protection of another. In all my years of wrestling, I've never been so brutally abused. Again, if
she was guilty, how did it happen that she was so mistreated by her accomplices? The people who have been mistreated by fortune show no mercy if they get the chance for revenge. Cargo was mishandled and mistreated; it was often very annoying. They dragged him off the horse and dragged him into the hut. As a
child, he was insulted and abused as a young man. The stationary hombre had mishandled the reins, and I couldn't get any traction. There are a dozen different ways to adorn a ship under sail. Not 'a cold check' after all that watering and mishandling! He did not look around when the man who had mistreated the animal
defiantly said: I have stopped! Until you cleared yourself of misaligning Major Buckstones, the other reminded him. Have you seen the kick and tug on the straps of the masonry pony in stables that betray the mistreatment of him by his groom? She took care of Perrotte but said it was in vain, because the doctors
mishandled the disease. I just hope he hasn't written more black pages on the log book by mishandling Laura.All these, even the most illegible examples, give evidence of experience in treatment or abuse abuse Pen. My father searched and found it, and was not angry, only surprised when he saw the wrong treatment of
the holy relic. Certain later etymologists argue that it more likely originated in an Indian mistreatment of the French word Anglais. Anglais.
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